**Protocol**

Decentralized

intransparent trying to hide their

overheads and barriers to entry.

treated unfairly or even ripped off

don't understand policies, often feel

Large players dominate the market and

•

https://github.com/etherisc

Source code available at

design/prototyping.

•

•

announced!

•  Crypto-backed Loan insurance. To be

Ethereum testnet.

•  

•

The most well-known are:

from idea stage to production.

Currently 20+ products are being built
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How to Participate:

Register for Token Sale at

https://etherisc.com/germany

EARLY CONTRIBUTOR BONUS:

The researcher's 33% bonus for signing an early

Contribution Agreement and locking up tokens for a

year (10% token bonus for locking up the tokens for one

year + the first $10M of contributions which lock up get

a 5,000 DIP/ETH bonus). The minimum contribution for Early

Contributor is 10 ETH.

The maximum 25% bonus for signing an Early

Contribution Agreement and locking up tokens for a

year + the first $10M of contributions.
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